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Owing to the rapid development of the nanoscale science and
technology, low-dimensional nanostructures such as quantum
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View Article Onlineunique properties such as a very high surface-to-volume ratio
and offer fascinating nanoscale phenomena such as the effective
electron confinement in two or even three dimensions, tunable
electronic bands, exotic atomic arrangements, unusually high
chemical reactivity and several others.1–18 In this work we
consider vertically-aligned and epitaxially-grown nanowires
(NWs) which are commonly synthesized using metal catalyst
nanoparticles (CNPs) (termed catalyst-assisted growth9,18) of a
broad range of structural, composition, and alloying options.19–22
A catalyst-free synthesis, which does not rely on catalyst nano-
particles, has also been reported.23 NWs are grown using
a variety of catalyzed chemical vapor deposition (CVD),24–27
molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE),28 metal–organic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE),29,30 high-temperature annealing, thermal
evaporation,31–33 as well as plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD).23,34
The Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism is the most
common mode of the nanowire catalytic growth. As the nano-
particles get smaller and their curvature increases, very high
stress/inner pressures force precursor atoms (building units, BUs)
to diffuse out of the catalyst. This phenomenon is referred to as
the Gibbs-Thomson effect (GT), which leads to very high energy
barriers and consequently, very long times required to nucleate
NWs of very small thickness.35 As a result, small CNPs are very
often buried by the simultaneously deposited amorphous mate-
rial even before the NW nucleation can even start. To complete
the nucleation before the burying, a sufficient level of the
supersaturation of a BU-catalyst material alloy (here, a Si–Au
alloy) within the catalyst nanoparticle has to be reached well
before any significant amorphous layer is formed. This is why
high-temperature and high-pressure process conditions have
been suggested to mediate this effect.36–38
The above phenomenon is quantified by introducing the
incubation time ti of the nanowire growth, which is the period of
time required to complete the NW nucleation.34 It is determined
by the number of the dissolved building units (Si atoms here),
and is inversely proportional to the total Si flux into the CNP.
The incubation times become much longer for smaller nano-
particles as the Si desorption rates increase due to the GT
effect.39–41 High pressures and temperatures used in thermal
CVD systems indeed produce larger amounts of BUs. However,
this also leads to very undesirable catalyst agglomeration which
destroys the regularity of the CNPs array pre-formed on a Si
substrate.18 In addition to the catalyst burying, this makes it very
difficult to produce very thin NWs from the intended small
CNPs. Moreover, this increases the dispersion of the incubation
times of different-size nanoparticles,42,43 which in turn leads to
non-simultaneous initiation of the nanowire growth and even-
tually to very non-uniform nanowire arrays.44–46
On the other hand, while reducing the process temperatures
and pressures, one encounters another problem. Indeed, the size-
dependent GT effect sets the minimum diameter of the nanowires
that can nucleate,47 and also significantly delays the nucleation of
thin nanowires,35 which again increases the chances of the CNPs
to be buried.
Here we use advanced multiscale numerical modeling to
demonstrate the feasibility of using non-equilibrium
low-temperature plasmas tomitigate the GT effect and drastically
shorten the NW incubation time thus enabling rapid and fairly8184 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191simultaneous nucleation of very thin nanowires otherwise
impossible in thermal CVD. Our approach relies on several
unique features of the low-temperature, thermally non-equilib-
rium plasmas such as the enhanced BU production and control
in the gas phase and on the CNP surface, selective heating,
effective amorphous film etching, just to mention a few.45,48–50
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the main aims
of this work, the main assumptions and the model equations are
introduced. The main section of this paper (Section 3) presents
the results of the numerical modeling and detailed interpretations
of the available experimental results on the effects of chemically
active silane-based plasmas on the nucleation of Si nanowires in
the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition process. The
paper ends in Section 4 with the short discussion of the main
outcomes of this work and its relevance to the development of
multipurpose Si nanowire arrays for energy conversion, sensing,
nano/optoelectronic and biodevice applications.2. Specific aims and model
An unprecedented combination of the plasma sheath, plasma
species-induced heating, BU creation and diffusion models was
used to calculate the incubation time of the NW nucleation ti,
and also the NW nucleation delay (also termed ‘‘harm’’ below)
zGT induced by the GT effect. Using these uniquely combined
models we interpret the previously reported deviation of the
incubation time35 from the proportionality law (ti f rd),
43 which
cannot be described by the existing models.43,44 We also show
how plasma-specific effects lead to faster CNP supersaturation
under low-temperature and low-pressure conditions, where the
growth of very thin nanowires is otherwise very challenging.
These results explain the common experimental observations
of the possibility of nucleation of thin nanowires at plasma
process temperatures and precursor gas pressures substantially
lower than in thermal CVD, as well as the decrease of the incu-
bation time with precursor pressure36 and the catalyst nano-
particle radius,35,43 and with increasing the process
temperature.37,38
This becomes possible through effective control of the ion
fluxes/energies by varying the plasma sheath thickness/width ls.
We also show that by varying the plasma processes parameters,
one can achieve a more simultaneous nanowire nucleation on
CNPs of different sizes compared to thermal CVD. We demon-
strate that variations in the electron density and temperature,
substrate potential, and precursor gas pressure (which determine
ls) affect the supersaturation of the AuSi alloy in a linear manner
whereas a nonlinear behavior is observed with the variation in
the etching gas pressure. Therefore, fine tuning of the plasma
parameters can be used to precisely control the CNP supersat-
uration and ultimately, the nucleation of thin Si nanowires.
A sketch of a typical plasma-CNP/NWs system is shown in
Fig. 1. The system contains the plasma bulk (the plasma is
sustained in the Ar + H2 + SiH4 gas mixture), the plasma sheath,
the Si substrate, the substrate holder, and the CNPs (also termed
droplets). The CNPs can be pre-formed on the substrate surface,
e.g., by thermal or plasma-assisted fragmentation of thin metal
films. The NWs develop from the CNPs in the tip-led growth
mode. Therefore, the CNPs/NWs interact with the incoming
neutral and ionic plasma species. The ions are driven by theThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 1 Schematic of the plasma-solid system. The system includes the
substrate, Au CNPs (droplets), Si NWs, plasma sheath, and plasma bulk.
Supersaturated droplets of different sizes are shown.
Fig. 2 Geometry of an Au CNP (a), schematics of the plasma species
deposition and the associated surface processes (b), and supersaturation
of the CNP and the first sign (formation of a Si monolayer) of the
nanowire growth (c).
Table 1 The thermal surface processes on the catalyst nanoparticle
included in the model and their energy activation barriers
Surface processes
Energy
activation barriers
Thermal dissociation
SiH3(S)/ Si(S) + H(S) + H2(plasma) Etd ¼ 2.24 eV27
Desorption
SiH3(S)/ SiH3(plasma) EdSiH ¼ 2.9 eV51
H(S)/ H(plasma) EdH ¼ 2 eV51
Si evaporation
Si(S)/ Si(plasma) Eev ¼ 3 eV52
Bulk diffusion of Si atoms Ebd ¼ 0.68 eV37
Surface diffusion of Si atoms Esd ¼ 1.35 eV53
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View Article Onlineelectric field in the collisional plasma sheath, with the thickness
controlled by a dc bias applied to the substrate holder (Fig. 1).
Fig. 2(a)–(c) show the interactions of the plasma species with
the CNP/NW, the associated surface processes, CNP supersat-
uration with Si BUs, as well as the Si monolayer nucleation just
beneath the AuSi droplet (the onset of the NW growth). In the
model, it was assumed that a hemispherical Au CNP (droplet) of
radius rd is placed on a Si substrate of thickness d. The substrate
holder is heated externally to temperature Th. When the catalyst
surface is exposed to the reactive plasma (at the time moment t¼
0), due to collisions of the plasma species with the CNP surface,
numerous elementary processes take place on the surface. The
most important processes on the catalyst surface are sketched in
Fig. 2(b). The main mechanisms that contribute to Si atom
creation are thermal (TD) and ion-induced (IID) dissociation of
SiH3 radicals, and SiH3
+ ion decomposition (ID). The IID and
ID mechanisms are particularly important at low temperatures
while thermal dissociation is mostly effective at high tempera-
tures. The thermal processes that take place on the CNP surface
and have been included in the present model are summarized in
Table 1, which also includes the corresponding activation energy
barriers.
The as-created Si atoms enter the CNP via the diffusion
through the catalyst bulk (BD) and through the catalyst surface
(SD) and then into the catalyst bulk at the CNP-substrate
interface. The BU supply leads to supersaturation of the AuSi
alloy in the catalyst immediately followed by the nucleation of
the first Si monolayer at the interface with the substrate as
sketched in Fig. 2(c).This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011To calculate the incubation time, we performed a numerical
simulation of the entire species delivery, Si atom creation, cata-
lyst heating, the CNP saturation with the deposited Si atoms
(BUs) sequence of processes. First, the numerical solution of the
plasma sheath equations (continuity, conservation of
momentum, and Poisson equations) complemented with the
Bohm criterion at the plasma-sheath boundary,48 was used to
compute the energies and fluxes of the plasma species (here, Ar+,
H+, and SiH3
+ and the corresponding neutrals) impinging onto
the surface. The calculated ion energies and fluxes were then usedJ. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191 | 8185
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View Article Onlineas the main parameters in the numerical solution of the CNP
heating and Si atom generation equations. The main energy
release channels, which lead to the increase of the catalyst
temperature, are hydrogen atom recombination, hydrogen ion
neutralization,54 as well as collisions of the plasma species with
the CNP surface. In the Si creation and heating model, we
account for the adsorption (AD) and desorption (DS) of species,
Si atom evaporation from the surface (EV), as well as the TD,
ID, and IID processes discussed above. Also, the energy released
or taken via these surface processes and hydrogen ion
neutralization
H+ (sheath) + H (surface)/ H2 (sheath) + 13.2 eV
and hydrogen atoms recombination on the catalyst surface
(unique to the hydrogen- producing plasmas) have been rigor-
ously accounted in the thermal/heat transfer model.
The mass balance equation for Si atoms on the CNP surface
JC þDS 1
r2d sinq
d
dq

sinq
dn^Si
dq

 JL ¼ 0 (1)
is supplemented with two mass balance equations for other
species (here, SiH3 and H) together with appropriate boundary
conditions.49,50,55 These boundary conditions are based on
reasonable practical considerations. The first boundary condi-
tion vnSi/vq|q ¼ 0 ¼ 0 stipulates that the surface diffusion fluxes in
opposite direction cancel each other (due to symmetry) at the top
point of the catalyst surface (q ¼ 0). The second boundary
condition is based on the assumption that the surface density of
Si adatoms at the border of the catalyst surface (q ¼ 90) equals
to zero, i.e., nSi(q ¼ 90) ¼ 0. This condition means that there is
no unwanted accumulation of Si atoms around the boundary of
the catalyst nanoparticles and is usually realized in practice when
the rate of delivery of Si atoms equals to the combined rates of
their uptake by the nanoparticles and evaporation from the
surface. These conditions ensure the optimum conditions for the
Si nanowire nucleation and growth.
In eqn (1), the term
JC ¼ n^SiHn exp(Etd/kBTd) + n^SiHJSiHyi/y0 + JSiH
describes the creation of Si atoms on the Au catalyst nanoparticle
surface due to TD (first term in JC, with the energy barrier Etd),
IID (second term in JC), and ID (third term in JC) processes. The
second term in eqn (1) accounts for the Si atom loss due to
surface diffusion, whereas
JL ¼ n^Sin exp(Eev/kBTd) + n^SisadsjH + pn^SiDb/Ad
describes the Si atom loss due to EV (with the energy barrier Eev)
process, interaction of Si species with hydrogen (with the cross
section sads), and Si diffusion into the bulk of the Au NP. Here,
n^SiH is the surface density of Si-bearing (SiH3) species, and DS is
the surface diffusion coefficient (with the energy barrier Esd
slightly reduced by accounting for the polarizability of the
adsorbed species56). Moreover, n¼ 1013 Hz and y0z1015 cm2 are
the thermal vibrational frequency and the number of adsorption
sites per unit area, andDb is the temperature-dependent diffusion
coefficient.8186 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191By employing the mass balance equations, the species
concentrations on the catalyst surface are obtained at each CNP
temperature Td; this temperature is in turn calculated as a func-
tion of the substrate holder temperature Th using the numerical
solution of the heat balance equation along the substrate
d
dz

lSi
dT
dz

¼ 0 (2)
and supplemented with the conditions of the continuity of the
heat flux at the catalyst surface (z ¼ 0) and also T(z ¼ d) ¼ Th,
where d is the substrate thickness. Here, lSi is the heat conduc-
tance of the silicon substrate.49
After obtaining the Si atom concentration on the CNP surface
as a function of the catalyst temperature (and thus the substrate
holder temperature), it is possible to calculate the catalyst
temperature-dependent fluxes of Si atoms through the catalyst
bulk,
Jv ¼
Ð
p/2
0 (p n^SiDb/Ad)2p r
2
dsin q dq,
and catalyst surface
Js ¼ 2 p(Ds dn^Si/dq)|q ¼ 90,
and their diffusion into the catalyst through the border (q¼ 90),
and also the Si atom desorption flux from the CNP40
Jd ¼ Adaweqexp((DmGTls + 2DVls3lv/r)/kBTd)/(slVl),
where
DmGTls ¼ Dm0ls  2DVls3lv/rd
is the difference in chemical potentials of the Si atoms in liquid
and the solid phases Dm0ls modified by the GT effect (the second
term). Here, Ad ¼ 2prd2 is the top-surface area of the NP, weq is
the equilibrium concentration of Si–Au alloy, a and sl z 1 s40
are the interatomic distance and the desorption time of Si atoms
in the CNP, respectively. Furthermore, DVls ¼ Vs  Vl is the
difference in elementary volumes per atom in solid (Vs) and
liquid (Vl) phases, and 3lv¼ 0.85 J m2 is the liquid–vapor surface
energy. The term Dm0ls (the unmodified chemical potential
difference) is a function of supersaturation S, i.e., Dm0ls ¼ kBTdln
(S + 1), which is obtained from the kinetic equation of NW
growth in the single-monolayer (ML) nucleation
approximation.40
The equation, which relates the bulk Jv and surface Js fluxes of
Si atoms to the Si desorption flux Jd from the droplet and
incorporation of Si atoms into the NW nucleus, is
Ad
Vl
drd
dt
¼ Jv þ Js  Jd  A
2
d
4
hRn
Vs
; (3)
where Rn(S) is the nucleation rate in a mononuclear mode
57
and h is the monolayer height. In the single-ML approxima-
tion the NP radius does not change, i. e., drd/dt ¼ 0 during the
formation of a single monolayer. In this case, the supersatu-
ration can be obtained by assuming that all the fluxes to the
CNP are balanced by the fluxes out of the CNP due to Si
atom desorption and incorporation into the monolayer
structure.40This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Article OnlineWe have also assumed that the NW growth is triggered only
after a complete saturation of the catalyst alloy. Using Au as
catalyst, with a high solubility of Si atoms, we have estimated the
incubation time in the ideal case where all the Si atoms (BUs)
deposited onto the droplet would be dissolved in the droplet.
Therefore, the incubation time ti is computed by dividing the
number of the deposited Si atomsNSi (capable of being dissolved
in the catalyst) by the total Si flux to the particle
ti ¼ NSi/(Jv + Js  Jd),
where NSi ¼ SVcat with Vcat ¼ (2/3)prd3 as the catalyst particle
volume.Fig. 3 (a): The incubation time ti as a function of CNP radius rd in the
CVD (solid and dashed curves) and the PECVD (dotted and dashed-
dotted, dot-dot-dashed, and long dashed curves) cases. (b): ti as function
of rd with electron temperature Te as a parameter. (c): ti as a function of rd
with substrate potentialFs as a parameter. The solid and dotted curves in
(a)–(c) correspond to the cases in which the GT effect is not taken into
account. The dash-dotted, long-dashed, and dot-dot-dashed curves
correspond to ne0 ¼ 1012, 5  1012 and 7  1012 cm3, respectively. The
results are obtained for Te ¼ 1.5 eV, neo ¼ 5  1012 cm3, p0 ¼ 50 mTorr,
Fs¼100 V, rSiH¼ 20%, rH¼ 10%, and d¼ 0.5 mm. Graphs (a) and (b)
correspond to Th ¼ 580 C whereas graph (c) to Th ¼ 450 C.3. Results and discussion
To elucidate the direct dependence of the supersaturation of the
AuSi alloy (in the catalyst) on the plasma parameters, we studied
the dependence of the incubation time for an Au CNP on the
plasma parameters at different external heating temperatures Th.
We have also quantified how the plasma-based processes lead to
a major decrease of the incubation time, hence the initiation of
the NW growth well before the catalyst NP is buried in the a-Si
layer. Fig. 3(a)–(c) show the dependence of the incubation time
(for the CVD and PECVD cases) on the NP radius rd. The
numerical results show that in the PECVD the incubation time ti
for a given CNP radius is much shorter than in the CVD case and
also decreases with the plasma density ne0. In this case, the
difference between the incubation times of the CNPs of different
radii also becomes smaller.
Therefore, the dispersion in the incubation times for catalysts
of a non-uniform array is much reduced with an increase of the
plasma density (see dash-dotted, long dashed, and dot-dot-
dashed ti curves in Fig. 3(a)). This shows that a fairly simulta-
neous saturation of all catalyst NPs (and thus the initiation of the
nanostructure nucleation) may explain the highly-uniform initial
nanostructure patterns observed in chemically active plasma-
assisted nanostructure growth.45,50 The increase of the incubation
time with the CNP radius is in a good agreement with the linear
proportionality between ti and rd derived from the available
experimental reports for large CNP radii.35,42,43 Likewise, much
longer and exponentially increasing incubation times ti for
smaller CNP radii (dashed curve in Fig. 3(a)) clearly suggest the
major role of the GT effect in the nucleation kinetics of the
nanowires synthesized through the neutral gas-based thermal
processes.
Fig. 3(a)–(c) also quantify the harm zGT (the increase in the
incubation time) induced by the GT effect for the CVD zGT
C and
PECVD zGT
P cases at a fixed substrate temperature Th¼ 580 C.
One can see that the GT effect leads to much longer incubation
times in the thermal CVD compared to the PECVD case. Indeed,
at each NP radius one has zGT
P < zGT
C which clearly confirms the
key role of the plasma-related elementary processes in mini-
mizing the GT effect.
The incubation times, as well as their dispersion for different
radii decrease with increasing the electron density ne0 and
temperature Te, as well as the absolute value of the substrate
potential |Fs|. These three parameters are most effective to
control the sheath thickness (and hence the ion energies uponThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011contact with the catalyst surface) and, consequently the ion-
assisted dissociation of SiH3 radicals. When Te and/or |Fs|
become larger, the sheath becomes wider and the ions gain much
higher kinetic energies. This in turn gives rise to more effective
ion-induced dissociation and more intense Si influx into the
catalyst, and eventually a much faster CNP supersaturation.
Meanwhile, the nucleation time delay (harm) caused by the GT
effect becomes smaller as the plasma-related effects become more
pronounced (due to increasing Te and |Fs|, see Fig. 3(b) and (c)),
i.e., zGT
PL > zGT
PH, where zGT
PL and zGT
PH are the nucleation
time delays at low and high values of the plasma-specific
parameters, respectively.
To investigate the dependence of the CNP supersaturation on
the external heating temperature Th in the neutral and ionized
gas based systems, Fig. 4(a) displays the CNP incubation time asJ. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191 | 8187
Fig. 4 (a): The incubation time ti as a function of the substrate holder
temperature Th in the CVD (solid and dashed curves) and the PECVD
cases (dotted and dash-dotted curves). (b): ti as a function of electron
temperature Te with Th as a parameter. The solid and dotted curves in (a)
and (b) correspond to the cases in which the GT effect is not taken into
account.
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View Article Onlinea function of Th for CVD (solid and dashed curves) and the
PECVD (dotted and dashed-dotted curves) processes. It is
clearly seen that the size-dependent GT effect significantly delays
the supersaturation at low temperatures (see dashed and dash-
dotted curves for the CVD and PECVD cases, respectively). This
is because in a low-temperature CVD process (with the temper-
atures Th < Tb ¼ 650 C, where Tb is the temperature below
which either ti tends to infinity or the CNP is buried under the
amorphous silicon layer), the dissociation of precursor radicals
on the surfaces of small CNPs is less effective. Hence the
supersaturation is more likely to be delayed and these small
catalyst NPs may be buried under an amorphous layer. The latter
situation is unlikely to happen in the PECVD process (compare
the dashed and dash-dotted curves at Tb¼ 625 C) even for small
catalyst NPs (e.g., rd ¼ 5 nm).
Moreover, one can see that the incubation delay (harm)
induced by the GT effect at the same process temperatures
becomes much smaller when the plasma is used, i.e., zGT
P 
zGT
C. It is also noteworthy that the temperature when the small
CNP burying takes place in a PECVD process is much lower,
Tb¼ 500 C. Furthermore, the decrease of the incubation time at
higher temperatures is consistent with the experimental
measurements by Kalache et al.37 and Messing et al.388188 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191The decrease of the incubation time at higher electron
temperatures is shown in Fig. 4(b). This implies that in the
plasma-based process one can expect a much more rapid and
more simultaneous NW nucleation on CNPs of a different size
(well before any appreciable burying takes place) at higher
electron temperatures. This is because with increasing the elec-
tron temperature (as mentioned above) the ions (especially SiH3
+
ions) acquire higher kinetic energies as they cross the sheath area.
These higher kinetic energies in turn enhance the ion-induced
dissociation which in turn results in stronger Si atom fluxes
(through the catalyst bulk and surface) into the CNP. Conse-
quently, a sufficient supersaturation level can be achieved over
much shorter times.
Higher ion energies in the vicinity of the catalyst surface also
result in larger amounts of total energy released upon ion-CNP
surface collisions. This significantly elevates the catalyst
temperature even when the substrate holder temperature is
maintained relatively low. The quantified behavior of the GT
effect-induced harms at low zGT
L (Th ¼ 400 C) and high zGTH
(Th ¼ 500 C) external heating temperatures show a very strong
temperature dependence of the CNP supersaturation. As one can
see from Fig. 4(a), the GT effect only slightly affects the CNP
incubation times at higher temperatures. It also becomes less
significant as the electron temperature rises.
In the modeling of the plasma-assisted CNP supersaturation,
the plasma sheath, plasma and ion-related processes on the
catalyst surface, plasma heating effects, as well as the size-
dependent GT effect were taken into consideration. This is why
we have also studied the effects of the plasma parameters and the
substrate conditions (such as the substrate potential) on the
supersaturation of the AuSi alloy with Si atoms and conse-
quently on the NW nucleation onset.
The dependencies of the incubation time on the plasma
parameters are presented in Fig. 5 where the effects of variation
in the substrate potential Fs, electron density at the sheath edge
ne0, the silane gas pressure ratio rSiH as well as the H2 etching gas
pressure ratio rH have been plotted (in Fig. 5(a)–(d), respectively)
for the three different substrate holder temperatures. From
Fig. 5, it is seen that the variations in the plasma parameters and
the substrate potential have a profound effect on the incubation
time before triggering the NW nucleation, as they change the ion
energies (by altering the sheath width) and fluxes onto the
substrate.
These variations in turn strongly affect the Si atom creation
and energy exchange on the catalyst surface. The incubation time
and the associated GT effect induced nucleation delay zGT
P
become smaller with increasing the magnitude of the substrate
potential. Under such conditions, the sheath width increases, so
does the kinetic energy of the ions upon landing on the CNP
surface. This in turn gives rise to more effective ion-induced
dissociation of SiH3 radicals as well as the catalyst heating. As
a result of more effective plasma heating, the adverse GT effect is
minimized; hence we have zGT
H < zGT
L (Fig. 5(a)).
In Fig. 5, very similar trends for ti and zGT are also observed as
the electron density at the sheath edge ne0 increases. This is
attributed to the higher ion fluxes at the CNP surface which in
turn enhance the ion-induced radical dissociation and ion
decomposition eventually resulting in larger numbers of the Si
atoms created. The decrease of ti, due to much higher fluxes of SiThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 5 The effects of variations in the substrate surface potential (a), the
electron density at the sheath edge ne0 (b), precursor gas (SiH4) pressure
ratio rSiH (c), and the etching gas (H2) pressure ratio rH (d) on the CNP
incubation time ti. The solid and dotted curves in (a)–(d) correspond to
the cases in which the GT effect is not taken into account. Solid, dashed,
and dotted curves in (a) and (c) correspond to Th ¼ 400, 420, and 450 C,
respectively. The same curves in graph (b) correspond to Th ¼ 500, 525,
and 550 C, respectively. In graph (d) the corresponding temperatures are
420, 430, and 440 C.
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View Article Onlineatoms into the CNP as a result of more effective thermal disso-
ciation of SiHx radicals at higher SiH4 gas pressure ratios rSiH,
shown in Fig. 5(c), is in a good agreement with the experimental
results of Clement et al.36
Furthermore, the nonlinear behavior of ti with increasing the
etching (hydrogen) gas pressure ratio shown in Fig. 5(d), points
on a strong dependence of the CNP supersaturation (NW
nucleation) on the hydrogen-producing reactive plasma effects.
This nonlinear behavior is attributed to more effective interac-
tions of the produced Si atoms with hydrogen atoms as rH is
increased from low to moderate hydrogen gas pressure ratios,
i.e., for rH < rH
max  5% at Th ¼ 420 C. Here, rHmax is the
hydrogen pressure ratio at which ti takes its maximum value.
A further increase of the etching gas pressure ratio (rH > rH
max)
leads to the more effective hydrogen atom recombination and
hydrogen ion neutralization on the catalyst nanoparticle surface.
Thus, the catalyst is strongly heated so that the strong hydrogen-
rich-plasma heating prevails over the Si atom loss. In this case,
the CNP saturation by the Si BUs can be achieved within only
a few seconds.
It is noteworthy that rH
max becomes higher with increasing the
substrate holder temperature Th (follow the three parallel arrows
in Fig. 5(d)). This is because at higher temperatures much more
Si atoms are produced by more effective thermal dissociation of
SiH3 radicals. This results in the larger number of hydrogen-BU
interactions on the CNP and substrate surfaces; these interac-
tions can lead to the enhanced etching of Si through the
formation of volatile SiHx compounds. These counteracting
effects contribute to the observed nonlinear trends in Fig. 5(d).
When the hydrogen atom/ion-induced reactions at higher rH
maxThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011on the CNP surface prevail over the Si atom losses due to the
thermal desorption and reactive etching, the required supersat-
uration level of the SiAu alloy can be reached.
The nonlinear change in the incubation delay due to the GT
effects with increasing the hydrogen pressure ratio follows the
same trend for ti when rH increases, as we have zGT
L < zGT
M and
zGT
H < zGT
M, where zGT
M is the harm at rH
max, and zGT
L and
zGT
H are the harms at low and high values of rH, respectively. The
decrease of the CNP incubation time with the increase of the
etching gas pressure ratio (for rH > rH
max) is also consistent with
the experimentally reported onset of the catalyst-assisted Si NW
growth after the etching gas (H2) is added to the chemically active
Ar + SiH4 gas mixture.
22
Let us now discuss the limitations and applicability of the
model used. In our model, we have adopted the data for the
activation barriers for thermally activated diffusion, evapora-
tion, etc. processes on the surfaces of nanoparticles from the
available literature, where other authors have previously used the
data for the equivalent bulk materials in the modelling of growth
processes at nanoscales. However, in reality these values can be
quite different compared to the equivalent bulk materials.
Indeed, large surface-to-volume ratios of nanoparticles cause
a significant strain and consequently quite different surface
conditions compared to the equivalent bulk materials. This in
turn leads to quite substantial variations of the surface energies,
bond lengths, interatomic interactions, and, as a result, quite
different probabilities of thermally activated diffusion and
evaporation of adatoms on the surface. Each of the characteristic
(e.g., activation) energies is size- and material-specific and
requires sophisticated ab initio calculations, e.g., using various
approximations of the Density Functional Theory (DFT). Given
the scarcity of the relevant reliable data in the literature and also
a significant discrepancy of the results provided by different
authors (e.g., obtained using different approximations), it
appears reasonable to use consistent and well-tested data for
quasi-bulk materials. On the other hand, the numbers of atoms
involved in the nucleation and growth of the Si nanowires of this
work are quite large. This justifies the applicability of the quasi-
classical approach which is commonly used even for nucleation
of very small clusters which are usually much smaller than the
nanowire diameters considerd. Lack of the reliable energy
constants on one hand and intrinsic difficulties to use consis-
tently accurate ab initio models/simulations are very common
problems in numerical modelling of the nanostructure nucleation
and growth. Nevertheless, the use of a consistent set of the semi-
empirical constants from Table 1 and the quasi-classical
approach led to the results which appear to be very consistent
with the experimental observations.
Dynamic surface reconstructions during the nanowire nucle-
ation and growth may also affect the accuracy of our modeling
results. In particular, the Au–Si interface undergoes dynamic
reconstructions during the Si monolayer nucleation. The plasma
heating and ion bombardment also lead to the reconstruction of
the surface of Au catalyst nanoparticles. These reconstructions
are accompanied by the formation of monoatomic (and a few
monolayer-thick) terraces, kinks, etc. This in turn affects the
surface diffusion processes. This effect can be described by the
adjustment of the diffusion activation energies as proposed
previously for carbon-based nanostructures on a Si surface.58J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191 | 8189
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View Article OnlineIt is also worth mentioning that our model did not involve
the explicit calculations of the chemical potential in the liquid
and solid phases as only the difference in the chemical poten-
tials of the Si atoms in the liquid and the solid phases Dm0ls
modified by the (size-dependent) GT effect was required in the
model. The size-dependent difference due to the Gibbs–
Thomson effect leads to quite significant differences compared
with the equivalent bulk materials (the relevant term is negli-
gible for bulk particles). The formalism used in this work is
therefore accurate if one assumes that size-dependent effects in
the liquid and solid phases have similar trends. This assump-
tion would not significantly alter the difference in the chemical
potentials although may alter the chemical potentials of each
phase quite significantly.
An important point is that the nanowire nucleation conditions
are non-equilibrium and have been described using the equations
of nucleation kinetics. This should not be confused with thermal
non-equilibrium of the plasma (the electron energies are much
higher compared to all other ion and neutral species). The
processes that lead to the establishment of the plasma thermal
non-equilibrium take place at electron time scales, which are
much shorter than the atomic kinetic time scales considered in
this work. This is why using the set of plasma fluid equations
(and in particular the Poisson’s equation) is appropriate. The
nucleation and growth processes are also time-dependent and are
characterized by their own time scales. In the case considered in
this work, the time scale for the monolayer nucleation is much
shorter compared with the time needed for any significant
droplet radius variation. This is why the assumption of
a constant droplet radius is reasonable in the single-monolayer
approximation used here.
Therefore, we have used a simple model of the silane-based
chemically active plasmas and surface processes based on quasi-
classical approximations. For the sake of tractability and trans-
parency in the study of the silicon nanowire nucleation, we have
considered only a limited number of the most significant reactive
species and surface processes. Nevertheless, by accounting for
the main plasma-specific processes on the catalyst surface, it
became possible to describe and quantify the main trends in the
delays in silicon nanowire nucleation in Au catalyst nano-
particles. These trends were used to explain several experimental
observations that are not merely related to silicon nano-
structures. Future work will focus on the study of specific effects
of the reactive plasma chemistry59,60 on the nanowire growth; this
study is expected to involve a significantly larger number of the
plasma species and nanoparticle size effects on the elementary
surface processes.4. Conclusion
Therefore, the results of our numerical modeling show that the
plasma-related effects are particularly useful to enable a fairly
simultaneous nucleation of size-uniform arrays of very thin
nanowires which are of a major interest for the development of
the next-generation engineered nanodevices for sensing, energy
conversion and other emerging applications. In particular, these
results explain the experimentally measured trends in the
incubation times in the Au-assisted VLS growth of Si
nanowires in thermal CVD and low-temperature plasma-based8190 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 8183–8191systems.36–38,42,43 The uniquely interlinked models of the
processes in the plasma bulk, plasma sheath, as well as nano-
structured solid surfaces, complemented with the heat exchange
models, allowed us to quantify the plasma-specific effects on the
NW nucleation conditions.
The underlying mechanisms of the very fast NW nucleation in
the plasma have been related to very effective plasma/ion-assis-
ted production of Si BUs in the gas phase and on the Au catalyst
surfaces as well as selective heating of the CNPs via hydrogen
recombination and ion impact/neutralization. Further facilitated
by the enhanced etching of a-Si in hydrogen-producing chemi-
cally active plasmas, these effects make it possible to nucleate and
grow very thin nanowires much faster compared to the concur-
rent deposition of an a-Si layer, in which the catalyst nano-
particles can easily be buried.
The plasma-related effects also help resolving the main
problems in the Si NW synthesis in thermal CVD. Indeed,
different and long incubation times of the catalyst NPs of
different sizes in neutral gas-based processes often resulted in
the fabrication of nanowire arrays with non-uniform thickness
distributions.44–46 More importantly, the harm (CNP incubation
delay) induced by the Gibbs–Thomson effect becomes much
smaller when the developing nanostructures are exposed to the
plasma. In PECVD systems, the same level of the catalyst
supersaturation (and hence, the onset of the Si nanowire
nucleation) can be achieved much faster than in the equivalent
thermal CVD processes.
It was also shown that the activation time of the NW nucle-
ation strongly depends on the plasma process parameters and
reveals a strongly nonlinear and non-monotonic behavior with
the increase of the etching gas pressure ratio. Our model also
explained and quantified the experimentally observed deviation
of the incubation time from the linear dependence on the etching
gas partial pressure for small CNP radii.35
The main outcome of this work is that the plasma-assisted
VLS nanowire synthesis may enable a fairly simultaneous
supersaturation of different-size CNPs in non-uniform arrays
thus eventually improving the NW length uniformity within the
array. Moreover, the adverse Gibbs–Thompson effect, a major
hurdle in the growth of very thin nanowires at low process
temperatures and pressures, can be substantially reduced or even
almost completely mediated in low-temperature non-equilibrium
plasmas.
Our study is generic and opens an exciting opportunity to
control the NW growth supported by catalysts with different
material composition and geometry by tailoring the plasma
process conditions. In this way one can achieve precisely-
controlled fabrication of highly-uniform arrays of nanodevice-
grade ultra-thin inorganic one-dimensional quantum
confinement structures vitally needed for the development of the
next-generation energy conversion, sensing, optoelectronic,
biodevice, and nanoelectronic platforms.Acknowledgements
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